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eCRM can be added to your monday.com account from the marketplace by an

admin. Once installed, you can add eCRM as a widget to any dashboard. You will

be directed to use the eCRM template if it's not added already.

Once the widget is added you need to select which modules you would like and

pair them to the matching boards.

Eligeo Business Solutions created a “workspace template”

to use with their eCRM app. It is a folder of boards that

have the outline and structure needed to get started with

eCRM. It is suggested that you use this template, especially

if you are a new user. 

INSTALLATION

If you need to change the board selections, you can do so by clicking on the gear icon.
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You can add new records directly from the widget.

Selected modules/boards will be at the top of the widget as tabs to toggle

between.

USING eCRM

There are certain column types that do

not allow for additions to records. They

are Location, Progress Bar, Auto Number,

Item ID, Last Updated, Creation Log,

Formula, and Files. 

Each module has a design card setting

tab that lets you filter columns and

change colors.
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Note: If tasks and meetings boards were not selected on the initial setup these tabs

will not work. 

If using the eCRM template, these boards will be selected automatically on the initial

setup. To confirm they are connected, you can check the tasks and meetings boards.

There are 4 connect board columns that accommodate the creation of events. Check

in the “column settings” and ensure the right boards are connected. 

USING eCRM (cont.)

Each record has a main card view where you can see details, add and review tasks and

meetings, and include comments.

Note: A plan for future release is to have full capabilities of the item view in the

comment area. For right now it is just a description box.



Note: Only one user from each account can be on the Eligeo app portal. 

If an error message is received it is most likely because an alternate user is

attempting to add and connect an app to the account. We are currently reworking

the workflow for this process but if error requests are received the account associated with

the app portal will need to be reset so another user can access it. 
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